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Perform timeless solo Cello works! Perfect for practice, rehearsal, auditions, contest solos,

performances, and more! This long-awaited re-release of a Music Minus One classic features a

completely new edition of 17 famous solo cello works, complete with helpful tips for cellists playing

them for the first time. From Marie&#x92;s 'La Cinquantaine' to Brahms&#x92; famous 'Lullaby,'

from 'The Swan' to SenaillÃƒÂ©&#x92;s exciting 'Allegro Spirituoso,' players of all levels (familiarity

with first and fourth positions is a minimum requirement) will be inspired and delighted. Pieces with

beginning thumb position also provide a challenge to the more advanced 'cellist as well as a

wonderful, musical opportunity for the novice to explore this technique. An entire generation of

professional and amateur cellists was brought up on 'Solos for the Cello Player' &#x96; now its

successor, 'The Cello Soloist,' is not to be missed. This is an album that you will live with for many

years. And if you are new to the MMO experience, this is a perfect way to begin a long and

rewarding relationship. Includes an authoritative, newly engraved music score printed on

high-quality ivory paper, complete with performance suggestions from Mr. Thomas, and a compact

disc containing a complete version with soloist; then a second version in digital stereo of the

orchestral accompaniment, minus the soloist. MMO CD 3726 Performed by Stephen Thomas,

violoncello.
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Helping educate musicians since 1950, Music Minus One provides performers at every skill level,



an easy way to study, rehearse and perform with professional musicians in the comfort of their own

homes. Offering compact discs with accompanying solo music parts from world-renowned soloists,

Music Minus One albums offer a superb practice experience. We have assembled some of the most

sought-after concert-pieces and duets in the easier repertoire, both with piano and with orchestral

accompaniments. Yes, student level recordings also exist in our catalog, for beginners on all

instruments. Perfect for auditions, contest solos and school performances as well. Imagine the joy of

performing with a full symphony orchestra in your own home? Here s an opportunity only imagined

until now for musicians and vocalists everywhere. Yes, we offer opera repertoire as well as the most

famous chamber music pieces in this unique and extraordinary catalog we call Music Minus One.

Established 1950 and still going strong! Almost one thousand albums!!

I bought this used taking the chance that the CDs would be there and in good condition. They were

and only the book suffered a bend. I buy for content, not appearance, so this was acceptable. The

recordings are excellent and the music selections are challenging choices for intermediate cellists.

It's a treat to hear your playing with other instruments, not to mention an excellent way to measure

and achieve intonation. It's a nice diversion from method and etude books. Well worth the cost,

even brand new.

As there are no reviews of this package of book and CDs, I would love to write a helpful one.

Unfortunately, it was too advanced for me, I was feeling like a bit of a failure, or at least a

disappointment, to myself and my teacher already, so I gave it to my teacher. He has been very

occupied with other cello projects and has not mentioned whether or not he has used it, but I think

not.The concept is wonderful, and I wish there were more options of sheet music plus CD for people

like me (adult advanced beginner-to-early intermediate). Maybe I'm a wimp, but this was too

advanced for me when I ordered it, about 6 months ago. I'm not sure what I would think of it now,

but I don't want to ask for it back as my teacher had his bag with music stolen from his car and I

don't want to make him feel bad if it is gone.My bottom line is that if you are at least a very solid

intermediate cellist who enjoys a challenge, and especially if you have no orchestra or ensemble

situation to play in, this would probably be great for you. I realized the importance of playing with

accompaniment when I ordered some Suzuki books and CDs to augment my lesson material. It

helps with intonation (if you still need that help, and I kind of do) and with timing and just keeping

pace with the piece. It is also just plain fun to play along with music.



This is a good selection of music, and the accompaniments are well-done. I much enjoy playing

along with the recording.

Love the CD. It helps to hear the melody and play with the CD. Hopefully we will find the sheet

music for cello for Nightmare before Christmas at this website with a CD. That would be even more

awesome.

This is a good way to practice well-known cello solos. I love my copy and play something from it

every day.

great add-on to much of my current music - love the audio cd as well!

It is great to have an accompaniment as well as listening to a professional cellist.

There are so many wonderful songs. You will love it. The quality of the print also high. BTW If you

have this book

http://www..com/gp/product/B007MWBWTM?redirect=true&ref_=cm_cr_ryp_prd_ttl_sol_81 It's the

same book just different cover.
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